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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 9 Jan 2011 19.00
Duration of Visit: 15
Amount Paid: 32
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07535479800

The Premises:

This is a well-known walk-up. This was the front flat, as the back flat is temporary unavailable due to
a change in management. Just off the Charring-Cross Road, the room is sizable with a comfortable
bed and soothing music playing in the background.

The Lady:

A black-haired, green-eyed, 25-year-old, Hungarian girl, who displayed a commendable amount of
affection and proffered a very enjoyable service. Lovely silky skin with an ample and firm 32-D bust
with sensitive nipples. She proved to be rather flexible as I contorted her in several imaginative
positions. Was met wearing a bath-robe, with slightly damp skin, hinting of a girl who had just
showered, which was very erotic.

The Story:

I?m impressed for a Soho Walk-up to find such a genuinely affectionate girl. I haven?t? visited this
establishment since the legendary Paris returned and I was certainly not disappointed.
A confident girl, who is assured in her presence and performance, Olivia portrayed herself
admirably with a clinical, but heartfelt demeanour. Sex was accompanied by much kissing on her
part of my chest, shoulder and torso. She even encouraged suckling of her own breasts and her
hygienic aroma made treating this girl a pleasure.
Considering the price paid, I have experienced a lot more stylised establishments, who have not
fulfilled basic requirements and have not provided the standard of girls, I found within Olivia. She
has only been in our country for 6 months or so. This inevitably meant that conversation was stilted
at times, but what I extracted from her and the suitably-pitched erotic noises made for a genial visit
on all counts.
A thoroughly recommended girl to visit.
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